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UNITED CHURCH NURSERY SCHOOL 

DISCOUNTED RATES AT CATS 

 
The Children’s Athletic Training School (CATS) is the nation's first and best 
comprehensive sports program promoting health, fitness and skill 
development for children ages 1 through 10 years!  The sport development 
program has operated in Manhattan since 1984 and Rockville Centre since 
1996.  The CATS program is based on a “play with a purpose” philosophy 
and provides a sports training experience that is positive, fun, and non-
threatening.  Our innovative programs help build the confidence and self 
esteem with which are not only essential for success in sports, but critical to 
the development of well rounded individuals.  CATS offers a wide range of 
classes during the school year, as well as summer break and holiday break 
programs. As children grow the CATS program grows with them.  Basic 
sports classes are offered for 1 through 7 year olds.  Specific sport classes 
are offered for 3 through 10 yrs.  New at CATS is the Butch Seewagen 
Tennis Academy which offers the U.S.T.A. Quickstart Tennis Program for 
3-10 yr olds.  CATS has also been featured in “NY Best Bets”, “NY Times”, 
“Tennis Magazine” and on “CBS National News”. 
 

 
United Church Nursery School and CATS have teamed up to arrange classes 
for your children at discounted rates.  CATS will offer a 10% discount to all 
United students for any CATS program.    
***Rewards classes!!!!  CATS encourages extra practice.  When registering 
for a multi sport class, your child is entitled to attend any other age 
appropriate class for a fee of only $5!!! Take advantage…its well worth it! 
Attached is a schedule of what is available.  We look forward to working 
with your children! To register or if you have any questions please call or 
email the Director, Jami Madison!   
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